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Howling Hill Kennel, operated by Samuel and Clara Mast, is nestled in the
beautiful, rolling, green hills of Southern Iowa. Samuel and Clara grew up on a
farm and have always shared a love of animals. Samuel started raising puppies
at the age of 14. When they married in 2009, they were excited to make raising
puppies part of their life together.
The Mast’s raise only Siberian Huskies. Their puppies are eager to please, lovable,
and teachable. They keep their kennel small and manageable. While Samuel
works during the day, Clara is able to stay home and devote time to their adult
dogs and puppies. Clara focuses on playing, socializing, feeding, watering and
making the puppies as comfortable as possible.
Howling Hill Kennel works closely with their veterinarian to see that the
appropriate puppy vaccinations, preventive de-worming, and prophylactic
treatments are all given to each puppy. Their veterinarian conducts a head to tail
health examination to ensure that each and every puppy is healthy, fit, and ready
to meet their new family.
Howling Hill Kennel loves their puppies forever and ever! So if at any time, due
to any circumstances, a family should no longer be able to keep and care for one
of their loved puppies, they want to be contacted. In those instances, they want
to be able to see that their puppy is loved, properly cared for, and appropriately
rehomed to live a long, healthy and happy life.
Samuel and Clara strive to get their puppies comfortable with different people
and new surroundings. That way the when the puppies move to their new homes,
it is as easy and smooth as possible. Samuel and Clara’s goal is for you to always
get a happy, healthy, and friendly puppy from Howling Hill Kennel.

One Puppy...At a Time!
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